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BCS Group, part of leading civil engineering and infrastructure specialist Barhale, has taken delivery of its
10th Thwaites cabbed dumper through BTE Plant Sales.
The machines consist of half a dozen 6ton swivel and four 9ton straight tip cabbed dumpers, which are
renowned in the market for reducing the risk of injury through their reinforced cab, fully integrated
camera system, ergonomic internal cab design and safe operator access and egress.
“As we expand across our key markets, having the correct equipment to ensure the highest safety
compliance, operational efficiency and contract productivity is imperative,” says Danny Reilly (Hire
Manager, BCS Group). “Taking delivery of these initial 10 machines will continue to enhance our health
and safety reputation and performance, as well as that of our clients.”
Privately owned BTE has been supplying and servicing construction machines for 28 years and has a
close relationship with Thwaites. BTE Area Sales Manager Josh Elliott says: “We are delighted to have
been able to conclude one of the largest deals for cabbed dumpers in the Midlands. BCS owns and
operates a range of quality, reliable products that include Thwaites dumpers as well as Bomag and
Kubota machines, all of which I’m pleased to say BCS chose to purchase through BTE.”
The Thwaites cabbed dumpers are currently being used on projects nation-wide, with the majority
working on contracts within the Eastern and Southern regions.

Thwaites Limited 2017 The Thwaites name is synonymous with the best-quality dumpers on the market.
Advanced design and investment in tooling provide today’s customers with the very best products at the
cutting edge of technology. This means more than just the strength and reliability you know you can expect

from Thwaites; it means an increased focus on customer satisfaction, safety and ergonomics across the
range.

